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Pose Estimation

 Head Pose Estimation

 In Computer Vision, Head Pose Estimation is the ability to 

infer the orientation of a person’s head relative to the 

view of a camera [1]. 

 The head position in a 3D space can be expressed as a 

triplet (𝜓, 𝜃, 𝜙), that corresponds to three angles: yaw, 

pitch and roll.

 Shoulder Pose Estimation

 We apply the same concept to the shoulders and we 

exploit the same angle notation: yaw, pitch and roll.



Why monitor driver attention?

 Head Pose 

 Coarse Gaze Estimation

 Attention Analysis

 …

 Safety during driving activity

 20/30% of fatal crashes caused by distraction

 Autonomous and semi-autonomous cars

 New infotainment systems

 HMI based on Computer Vision

 From GUI to NUI

 Face/gesture recognition



How monitor driver pose?

 Light invariance

 Real Time performance

 Non invasivity

 Small size of devices

Automotive context imposes some requirements and solutions:

 Infrared devices

 GPU and shallow deep architecture

 Computer Vision algorithms

 New technologies



Proposed Method

 Input: only depth images

 Output: yaw, pitch and roll (continuous values) for head and shoulder pose

 6 different Convolutional Neural Networks with shallow architectures

http://imagelab.ing.unimore.it/imagelab/publicationSheet.asp?idpublication=500


Acquisition and Head Localization

 Head Localization

 Head center is predicted using a CNN

 Images are cropped using a dynamic window

𝑤, ℎ =
𝑓𝑥,𝑦 ∙ 𝑅

𝑍

where:

• 𝑓𝑥,𝑦: horizontal and vertical focal lenghts (in pixel)

• 𝑅: the width of a generic face

• 𝑍: the distance between the acquisition device and the user



Trident of POSEidon network

 3 types of input for 3 CNNs with the same architecture

 Depth images 

 Motion Images (Farnerback algorithm for dense optical flow)

 Face-from-Depth images: 

 Starting from depth, grey-level images are reconstructed

 Training: input  depth images, output  grey level images



Shoulder Pose Estimation and Data

 Shoulder Pose Estimation

 Cropped depth images as input

 CNN with the same architecture used for Head Pose

 Datasets used for experimental results:

 Biwi [2]: 15k RGB + depth frames

 ICT-3DHP [3]: 10k RGB + depth frames

 Pandora, a new dataset publicly released

 250k RGB + depth frames collected

 Shoulder angles included

 Challenging camouflage and extreme body poses



 Ablation study for Head Pose on Pandora dataset

 Our method overcomes all state-of-art methods for head pose estimation

Results

Best results

with all three inputs

(depth, MI and FfD images)

Shoulder Pose results



Conclusions

 A end-to-end framework for body pose estimation has been presented

 Real Time performance and a good accuracy have been achieved

 This is an enabling technology for many disciplines, like Gaze Estimation, 

Attention Analysis and many others.

 Video Demo


